FACING CRISIS UPON CRISIS: HOW WOMEN CAN BE THE SOLUTION

In times of crisis, when resources are strained and institutional capacity is limited, women and girls face disproportionate impacts with far reaching consequences that are only further amplified in contexts of fragility, conflict, and climate emergencies. At the same time, women are often the leaders, strong networkers, managers, organizers, caretakers in the community. They play an important role in humanitarian action and crisis response as shown by the COVID-19 emergency and the current situation in Ukraine. Yet, when we talk about crisis prevention and recovery plans at the institutional level, the ones who are making the decisions tend to be men. This newsletter proposes approaches and best practices for gender-responsive recovery and planning in cities.

PROMOTING WOMEN’S VOICES

Amplifying the Voices of Ukrainian Women During the War

RE-THINKING CITY PARTICIPATORY AND GOVERNANCE SYSTEM

Toolkit for Women-Friendly Urban Planning from Cities of the Global South

Gender Sensitive Infrastructure Planning Means Better Cities For Everyone

Metropolitan Spaces for Women

MAKE WOMEN’S IDEAS AND CONTRIBUTIONS VISIBLE

Femmedina Exchange Event & Inauguration of Public Spaces created with Women – in Tunis

Public Exhibition “When Women Transform the Cities” – in Tunis

Solar Energy improves Livelihoods of Fishing Communities & Women Fishmongers – in Liberia

CITIES FOR WOMEN ARE BETTER CITIES FOR EVERYONE